In order to face their global competitors, one solution consists for manufacturing companies around the world to implement the Toyota Production System (TPS). Lean manufacturing evolved from TPS. The purpose of the paper is to demonstrate that lean principles and concepts can be successfully applied in a company from the retail industry, such as Seven-Eleven Japan. Lean retailing is now a reality that has forced manufacturers to build standard products ondemand using build-to-order techniques. The retail markets are characterized by a strong competition, short product life cycles, long product development lead times, and highly volatile demand. Today's powerful retailers insist on low prices and refuse to carry inventory. The main objectives of the paper were achieved by using an extensive review of the literature and a case study.
Introduction
The automobile was introduced more than one hundred years ago. The automotive age began in Europe at the end of the 19 th century when C. Benz started the first commercial production of motor vehicles in 1886, and when twenty-three automobiles participated in a race from Versailles to Bordeaux and back to Paris in 1895 [2] .
At the beginning of the 20 th century, it was clear for everyone that the automobile represented modernity and progress. The Ford Motor Company was founded in Detroit in 1903. When H. Ford launched the famous Model T in 1908, he understood that a big business was born. All his plants and branches around the world assembled and sold the Model T, following the assembly line method developed by Ford at Detroit. Based on mass production and economies of scale, the Fordian model implemented a "volume" strategy, accompanied by an advertised brand name. Ford Motor became the epitome of the modern multinational company and the term "Fordism" symbolized the new corporate America. At the end of 1920's, Ford was overtaken by General Motors and then by Chrysler. Created to break away from preceding models, the Sloanist model applied a "volume and diversity" strategy.
From Fordism to toyotism
Later, adapting Fordism selectively, the Japanese developed flexible production systems. By using quality circles, team output, or pull systems, they transformed Fordism into Toyotism. The Toyota Production System (TPS) evolved from the Ford manufacturing system. The primary purpose of TPS is to obtain profit through cost reduction, or productivity improvement [6] . Cost reduction and productivity improvement are attained through the elimination of different kinds of waste, such as excessive inventory. The basis of the TPS is the absolute elimination of waste [7] .
Today, TPS represents not only tools, methods and techniques, but also a way of doing business. The two pillars of the so-called "Toyota Way" are continuous improvement and respect for people. The principles that constitute the Toyota Way are related to a long term business philosophy. Based on his 20 years of studying the Toyota Company, Liker stated that 14 main principles constitute the so-called "Toyota Way" [1] . These principles represent the foundation of TPS and are divided into the following 4 categories (the 4 "P" model): philosophy (long-term thinking), process (eliminate waste), people and partners (respect, challenge, and grow them), and problem solving (continuous improvement and learning).
Among other elements, the kanban system is a key of TPS. This system is supported by smoothing of production, standardization of jobs, autonomation, and improvement activities [6] .
In 2003, Toyota overtook Ford Motor to become the second largest automaker of the world. In the first quarter of 2007, Toyota unseated GM as the world's largest automaker.
Businesses today have struggled to successfully imitate Toyota. That is why other Japanese companies are trying to implement TPS in their plants (box 1). [9] . In order to improve its performances, outside TPS consultants were hired. In approximately 15 months, major improvements occurred as follows:
Three-fold increase in productivity; 50 % reduction in inventories; 50 % reduction of work space; 48 % reduction in manufacturing lead time. The successfully introduction of TPS in Fujitsu Component Limited was enabled by:
A revolution in employees consciousness; A sense of crisis felt by all employees and management; Producing what is needed in only the required quantity when it is needed (the pull production system); Searching solutions for the complete elimination of waste. In sum, the introduction of TPS comprised two main stages:
1. Instruction activities and elimination of waste activities;
2. Full-scale TPS principles implementation.
TPS and lean manufacturing
Lean means a systematic approach to identifying and eliminating "muda" (waste) through continuous improvement. It seems that the famous Henry Ford had been using parts of lean as early as the 1920's. But, the TPS was the fundamental basis for the "lean" movement that has dominated manufacturing environments for the last fifteen years (box 2).
Box 2-Applying lean manufacturing at Toyota plant at Georgetown (USA) In 2006, the 7.5 million square foot Toyota factory located in Georgetown produced more than a half million vehicles [4] . The Georgetown plant is the biggest Toyota Motor's manufacturing facility in North America. Using pull system, andon, kanban and other TPS tools, Toyota Motor Manufacturing Kentucky (TMMK) is designed to produce vehicles in a continuous flow. As S. St. Angelo, the president of TMMK, stated, "there were a great difference between GM's mass production and the TPS" and "more car manufacturers are going towards what is called lean manufacturing, which is just another flavour of TPS". Its entire culture was built around the lean philosophy, based on waste elimination and on the continuous improvement of its manufacturing and business processes. Producing best quality cars, with fewer worker-hours, lower inventory and fewer defects, than any other competitor in the world, this lean factory is using technology on a large scale. In this respect, Toyota formed at the end of the 1990's a partnership with ABB Automation Technology, a Swiss-based maker of manufacturing robots. Due to the painting robots, Toyota saves about 29 USD per vehicle, and 2.1 hours off the time needed to produce a vehicle.
Step by step, the lean movement has penetrated other industries, like retailing. Lean retailing is now a reality that has forced manufacturers to build standard products ondemand using build-to-order techniques. The retail markets are characterized by a strong competition, short product life cycles, long product development lead times, and highly volatile demand. Today's powerful retailers insist on low prices and refuse to carry inventory. That is why lean retailers are now expecting manufacturers to provide rapid and frequent replenishment of retail goods based on real-time sales. In other words, manufacturers are now facing lean retailing pressures. Lean retailing itself contributes to the transformation of manufacturing.
Lean gives Seven-Eleven Japan the clear vision to see what markets desire. Also, lean retailing provides competitiveness for this largest convenience store chain in Japan.
Expanding lean in the retailing industry. Study case: Seven Eleven Japan
We can compare the lean management structure between manufacture and retail industry. For example, the kanban system used in TPS imposes on the later process to send requests to the earlier one. It means that demand represents a trigger in the manufacturing industry. This concept is similar to Demand Chain Management (DCM) in retail industry. If TPS has some key concepts like JIT, Kanban, or Autonomation, there are no established lean management concepts in retail, but there are other similar concepts like Supply Chain Management (SCM), DCM, franchise system, or in store merchandising. These concepts are not still organized as lean concepts in retail. However, when we have studied Seven-Eleven Japan (SEJ), we found similar corporate philosophy between Toyota and SEJ. They both trust human intelligence and they don't take automation easily. In case of Toyota, it is Autonomation, and in case of SEJ, it is individual store management. Both companies are excellent companies in their field. They have achieved high business performance, created unique corporate philosophy and global operation in the world. SEJ is a franchiser of Seven-Eleven convenience stores in Japan. Each store has about 100-150 square meters sales floor and 2500 Stock Keeping Unit (SKU). Daily customer transaction in each store is about 1,000 and the average purchase amount is $5-6 per customer. However, SEJ keeps growing on sales and in the number of stores in past 30 years. They believe that "Reviewing and changing day-to-day business from the standpoint of the customer is the basis for breakthroughs". It is "TANPINKANRI" (item by item control), the basis of retailing. SEJ is facing three main lean challenges.
Lean challenge no. 1: Total integration in the process from ordering to delivery Ordering in each store with store's responsibility is the key. Store employee orders each item in the store. The order goes to Data center. Data center analyzes the order data, and then generates order data to the vendor, picking data/shipping instruction to distribution center, and inspection data to each store. Based upon this integrated information flow, delivery process is well managed among store, vendor and distribution center. After store inspection, inspected data goes to accounting center. Accounting center verifies the data, and then sends account payable data to vendors. The whole process looks like a TPS line. Data, paper, product and human resources work together efficiently without waste (Fig. 1) . The delivery route and schedule are also carefully designed in each store group. In order to improve the delivery network, SEJ conducts the strategic process. Lean challenge no. 2: Increasing delivery frequency with reducing number of tracks In 1974, there were 70 times deliveries to stores per day per store in SEJ. Now, it is only 9 times deliveries per day per store (Fig. 2) . This enabled drastic reduction of the distribution costs. Furthermore, it reduced inspection workload in store side. On the other hand, it enabled the store operators to concentrate on sales and customers in the store. SEJ had succeeded in increasing delivery frequency by product category. The SEJ success relies on the designing of a combined distribution center (CDC). SEJ designed the CDC concept by category and by temperature. CDC is operated by a vendor's representative, or by an independent third party ( Table 3) . Lean challenge no. 3: Increase sales combined with decrease inventory. It used to be wrong common sense in retail. For example, one was "much merchandise in store enables large sales". Many retailers believed in the common sense, but SEJ doubted. SEJ narrowed the number of SKU, and then reduced inventory level by deleting dead items. The results were a financial cost reduction and a store image change. Due to a lower inventory level, stores had the chance to introduce new items, and that attracted customers. The Japanese Seven-Eleven stores are a third of those in US, and that is why they are putting significant limits on inventory space at the store. During its existence, SEJ has proved the relationship between inventory and sales (Fig. 3) .
This slim body approach of SEJ is similar to TPS inventory reduction. TPS reduces inventory, and then increases productivity and quality. TPS enables a better working environment, high performance and quality management. SEJ's store has achieved the same thing. Dead item eats space, and this is waste. By reducing SKU, space is creating, and this enable customers to walk and find easy the merchandises in the stores.
SEJ's corporate philosophy is "Corresponde to changes and execute basic principles thoroughly". Top management declares "Tomorrow is another day". In order to be agile in the market, SEJ must keep lean. In this respect, SEJ has implemented three strategies for keeping an agile constitution. The first strategy is the the franchise system. The majority of the stores is franchised store. SEJ owns small number of stores only (about 5 %). The second strategy is partnership with distribution centers. CDC dedicatedly serves 7-11 stores. However, the CDC is managed by vendors or a third party. They have achieved a mutual prosperity of the business (Fig. 4) . The third strategy is outsourcing. SEJ has to manage huge networks and data processing, and that is why, it has outsourced the system development and operation to system integration companies. SEJ is deeply focusing on the customer. SEJ is an excellent world retail company. SEJ doesn't intend to be a lean retail company. However, there is some unique lean management practice in its business operations.
Conclusions
In our paper, we aim to report on the introduction of lean to retailing industry. In order to demonstrate that lean principles and concepts are successfully applied in a company from the retail industry, we presented the case of Seven-Eleven Japan. Without being a lean company, Seven-Eleven Japan have obtained high business performances.
The clear conclusion that emerges from our paper is that lean companies are able to be more responsive to market trends, deliver products faster, and provide products less expensively than their non-lean competitors.
By putting significant limits on inventory space at the store, Seven-Eleven Japan needs rapid replenishment of items. In order to deliver products in time and with minimal amount of lead times, the retailing chain has created its own distribution system, which it has integrated with all the stores. Seven-Eleven distribution centers carry no inventory. Seven-Eleven Japan has proved to be an excellent retail company.
